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Zusammenfassung

Ein Kernziel der Nanophotonik ist die Lokalisation von Licht mithilfe
von Strukturen, die kleiner sind als die Lichtwellenlänge, um neuartige
lichtbasierte Technologien zu entwickeln. Optische Polaritonen stellen
einen Weg dar, das konventionelle Brechungslimit zu umgehen, Licht zu
lokalisieren und die damit einhergehenden starken Feldüberhöhungen zu
erzeugen. Zu diesem Zweck wurden in den vergangenen Jahrzehnten
Oberflächenplasmon-Polaritonen(engl. Surface Plasmon Polaritons, SPPs)
ausgiebig studiert. Diese SPPs können in Edelmetalloberflächen angeregt
werden, sind durch ihre kurze Lebenszeit jedoch stark limitiert. Eine in
dieser Arbeit verwendete Alternative mit deutlich längerer Lebenszeit stellen
Oberflächenphononen-Polaritonen (engl. Surface Phonon Polaritons, SPhPs).
SPhPs sind gekoppelte Moden aus Phononen und Photonen. Diese Moden
werden an der Oberfläche von einem polaren Dielektrikum mithilfe von
Infrarotstrahlung angeregt. Fokus dieser Arbeit liegt auf der Anregung
solcher SPhPs in der Oberfläche eines Siliciumcarbidkristalls (SiC) mithilfe
eines auf der Oberfläche installierten Gitters. Hierbei dient das Gitter dazu,
der eingehenden Strahlung zusätzlichen Impuls parallel zur Oberfläche zu
geben. Aufgrund der Dispersion des SPhPs kann nur durch diesen Impulsstoß
Licht eingekoppelt werden. In dieser Arbeit wird der Einfluss verschiedener
Gitterparameter auf die Kopplungseffizienz von infrarotem Licht an das
SPhP untersucht. Zu diesem Zweck wurden Simulationen für ein Gitter
aus reinem SiC und einem Goldgitter durchgeführt. Um die Validität der
Simulationsergebnisse zu untersuchen wurden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit
zwei solche Gittersysteme vermessen. Das reine SiC-Gitter wurde am
ZELMI-Institut der Technischen Universität Berlin mit einem fokusierten
Ionenbeam hergestellt. Das Goldgitter wurde in einer Kollaboration mit
der Gruppe von Prof. Dr. Münzenberger an der Universität Greifswald
produziert. Als infrarote Lichtquelle zur Anregung der Moden diente der
Freie Elektronenlaser des Fritz-Haber Institutes. Aus den Messergebnissen
lies sich schlussfolgern das es möglich war SPhPs mit beiden Gittersystemen



anzuregen. Weiterhin zeigten die Messergebnisse gute Übereinstimmung
mit den Simulationensergebnissen. Im Falle des Goldgitters zeigte sich das
Ausbilden einer hybriden SPP-SPhP Mode welche Gegenstand neuer Unter-
suchungen werden könnte. Diese Arbeit vermittelt somit ein grundlegendes
Verständnis über den Einfluss der verschiedenen Gitterparameter auf die
Kopplungseffizienz, zeigt das SPhP Anregung in der SiC-Oberfläche auch mit
anderen Gittermaterialien möglich ist und ermöglicht somit die Entwicklung
neuartiger Gittersysteme die sich hybride SPP-SPhP Moden zunutze machen.
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1 Introduction

A key goal of nanophotonics is extreme localization of light in subwavelength
structures with the aim to develop and build light-based technologies that can
not be achieved by of traditional optics [1]. The last decades revealed that
optical polaritons can be used to bypass the diffraction limit and nowadays
surface polaritons present the most conventional method for strong confine-
ment and consequently large enhancements of the optical fields. Extensive
research has been done focusing on surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). These
surface-bound electromagnetic modes in noble metal surfaces [2] resulting
from the coupling of light with the surface plasmons and enable a wide range
of applications [2–6] in a variety of materials facilitating these excitations.

A central limitation for plasmonic devices, however, are their signifi-
cant optical losses. An intriguing alternative are surface phonon polaritons
(SPhPs). Unlike SPPs on metal surfaces, SPhP are mediated by optical
phonons in polar dielectrics. This results in a substantial reduction in optical
losses [7] as compared to SPPs. SPhPs can be excited in the mid-infrared
(mid-IR) spectral region at the surface of polar dielectrics [8–10]. One
approach towards low-loss, mid-IR, SPhP-based nanophotonics is to utilize
the mid-IR Restrahl [11] spectral region of the polar dielectric Silicon Carbide
(SiC) [12–15]. SiC exhibits only one phonon mode in the THz region and
constitutes a promising material system for considerable light confinement in
the mid-IR.

To excite SPhP modes by shining light on the crystal’s surface, addi-
tional in-plane-momentum has to be added to the light. The missing
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1 Introduction

momentum can be provided via prism coupling in either the Otto [16] or
Kretschmann [17] geometry and successful experimental realization was
demonstrated [18]. Another convenient technique is given through grating
coupling [12,19] where a diffraction grating is directly mounted on the sample
surface and will be employed in this thesis. Grating coupling allows much
simpler experimental implementation and benefits from customizable grating
parameters to optimize the coupling efficiency.

To access the mid-IR regime for SPhP excitation a narrow-band mid-
IR light source with sufficient intensity is needed. The IR free-electron laser
at the Fritz Haber Institute in Berlin constitutes a highly suitable tool for this
task and will be utilized as the optical light source for SPhP excitation.

The goal of this thesis is to achieve a better understanding of the exci-
tation of SPhPs through grating coupling. For that, we employed an analytical
model, performed numerical simulations and experimentally studied two
different kinds of gratings, i.e. a grating solely made from SiC and a grating
with gold rims applied to the flat SiC crystal. The second chapter of this
thesis is dedicated to explain the theoretical concepts and basic methods
for the simulations and experiments performed. Chap. 3 will then present
the simulations performed for the investigated sample systems. Finally
chap. 4 will introduce the reader to the experimental setup and the obtained
experimental results. Furthermore in chap. 4 simulation data will be evaluated
against the measured experimental data to test the validity of the simulations.
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2 Theory

The following chapter is devoted to introduce the reader into the fundamental
theory necessary to understand the simulations and the experiments performed
in this thesis. The main topic of this thesis is the investigation of a silicon
carbide (SiC) grating coupler for the excitation of surface phonon polaritons
(SPhPs) (introduced in sec. 2.2). For this a short introduction will be given to
explain the interaction between electromagnetic waves and matter (see sec. 2.1)
to derive the dielectric function of SiC (see sec. 2.1.3) and the dispersion
relation of a SPhP (see sec. 2.2). The experiments will be performed with a
free electron laser (FEL) as a light source in the mid-IR. Therefore a part of
this chapter will handle FEL basics (see sec. 2.4).

2.1 Electromagnetic Waves in Matter

2.1.1 Maxwell Equations

The differential Maxwell equations for a chargeable, magnetizable medium
are given by [20]:

~∇ · ~B = 0, (2.1)

~∇× ~E = − ~̇B, (2.2)

~∇× ~H = ~̇D +~j, (2.3)

~∇ · ~D = ρ, (2.4)

where ~B is the magnetic field, ~E is the electric field, ~H is the magnetic field
strength, ~j is the electric current density, ~D is the electric displacement and ρ
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2 Theory

is the charge density. The Maxwell equations can be solved by plane waves of
the form:

~E(~r, t) = E0e
i(~k~r−wt)

~B(~r, t) = B0e
i(~k~r−wt),

(2.5)

where ~k is the wavevector pointing in the direction of propagation, ω is the
frequency of the plane wave and E0 and B0 are the amplitudes of the electric
and magnetic field, respectively. Within this plane wave solutions, the wave
vector ~k takes the following form:

~|k|
2

=
n2ω2

c2
=
ω2

c2
εµ. (2.6)

In this equation, c is the speed of light and n is the refractive index of the
material in which the light is propagating. n can be expressed as:

ñ =
√
εµ, (2.7)

where ε is the dielectric permittivity and µ is the magnetic permeability. This
can be simplified as follows since µ is 1 for non magnetic materials:

ñ ≈
√
ε. (2.8)

The magnetization ~M and electric polarization ~P are connected to the mag-
netic field and the electric displacement by the following equations:

~B = µ0( ~H + ~M)→ µrµ0 ~H

~D = ε0 ~E + ~P → εrε0 ~E.
(2.9)

The arrows indicate the special expressions for a linear approximation, i.e.
when the response of the medium to an external field can be described by the
first order of εr and µr. In that approximation the polarization takes the form:

~P (~r, ω) = χ(~r, ω) ~E(~r, ω), (2.10)

where χe is the electric susceptibility and ε the dielectric permittivity. Also , ε
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2.1 Electromagnetic Waves in Matter

and χe are connected through:

ε = 1 + χe. (2.11)

The dielectric function or electric permittivity ε is a quantity which reflects
the materials resistance when building up an electric field inside the medium.
The vacuum permittivity is commonly noted as ε0 and the relative permittivity
of a medium is given by εr. The dielectric function connects ~D and ~E by the
following relation through eq. 2.9 as:

~D = ε0εr ~E. (2.12)

In contrary to vacuum, in matter the dielectric permittivity generally is a
function of ω and has an imaginary part ε2 which is associated with the
absorption of the material, whereas the real part ε1 is the dispersive part. In
the case of an anisotropic medium, ε and χe are complex 3× 3 tensors. For an
isotropic medium however, these quantities become complex scalars:

ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω). (2.13)

2.1.2 The Refractive Index and Snell’s Law

The refractive index of a transparent material describes the propagation of
light through a medium. It is usually expressed as:

n =
c

vph
. (2.14)

With c being the speed of light and vph the phase velocity inside the medium.
The value of vph is therefore smaller by a factor n with respect to the phase
velocity of light in vacuum space. Through the phase velocity the value of
n is also a function of wavelength λ. This results in different dispersions for
different materials. The refractive index also determines how much light is
refracted when it enters the medium, hence the name. This can be shown
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through Snell’s Law which states that the ratio of sines of the incident and
refracted angle is equivalent to the ratio of the refractive indexes n1 and n2 of
both materials (see fig. 2.1):

sin θ2
sin θ1

=
n1
n2
. (2.15)

A visual representation of Snell’s law is provided in fig. 2.1.

interface

Figure 2.1: Illustration of refraction at an interface described by Snell’s law, where n2 > n1.
The incoming light hits the interface between both materials and gets refracted into the denser
material 2.

In the spectral proximity of material resonances, light is usually attenuated
when propagating through this material. To consider this circumstance, the
refractive index can be written as a complex number:

ñ = nr + ini. (2.16)

The imaginary part ni of the index then accounts for the attenuation and
represents an extinction coefficient while the real part nr describes the phase
velocity inside the medium. The complex index of refraction connects to the
dielectric function with,

ñ =
√
µε. (2.17)
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Figure 2.2: Complex index of refraction plotted for SiC and the residual band. The reflectivity
from eq. 2.30 was plotted in black and is almost 1 in the residual band where ε < 0. In the
residual band, the ni is larger than nr. This behavior is typical for regions of high reflectivity.

In fig. 2.2, the real and complex part of the refractive index where plotted
along with the reflectivity of SiC for the residual band. In the Reststrahlen
band of SiC, ni > nr, which leads to a reflectivity R⊥ of nearly 1. In general
µ = 1 holds for all non-magnetic materials. With reflectivity measurements
one is now able to find spectral resonances in the Reststrahlen band since they
will exhibit a dip in the reflectivity signal.

2.1.3 Phonons in Polar Crystals

A crystal with N atoms in the primitive unit cell has 3 acoustic and 3N-3
optical modes. In acoustical modes, all atoms move coherently with respect
to their equilibrium position inside the lattice. When this motion follows the
direction of propagation, they are called longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes.
In such modes, some atoms will be closer to others like in a sound wave in
air, which motivated their name. Transversal oscillating modes are named
transversal acoustic (TA) phonons. For long wavelengths, the dispersion
relation of acoustic modes is approximately linear. At the gamma point of the
Brillouin-zone, where the mode is not propagating anymore, their frequency
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k0 /a

Optical

Acoustic

Transversal

Longitudinal

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the 1-dimensional phonon dispersion. The dispersion lines are
shown from the gamma point to the edge of the Brillouin-zone. Optical modes haver higher
energies then acoustical modes and show a non-zero energy in the Brillouin-zone center.

is zero. Optical modes on the other hand have non-zero frequency at the
Brillouin-zone center and correspond to the lattice oscillation of at least two
different atoms in the unit cell. In these modes, the atoms oscillate against each
other, with respect to their equilibrium position. In case of partially charged
atoms introduce a microscopic dipole is introduced into the lattice which leads
to IR-active resonances. It is this IR-activity which motivated their name as
”optical” phonon modes. Again those modes can be separated into transversal
(TO) and longitudinal (LO) optical phonon modes. The dispersion relation for
the optical and acoustical modes in the Brillouin-zone are shown in fig. 2.3.
LO modes are not IR-active since they leak a transverse dipole through their
longitudinal nature.
In polar crystals, TO and LO modes have a frequency gap at the Brillouin-zone
center where the LO frequency is higher than the TO frequency [21]. This
gap has its origin in the microscopic dipole the atoms feel when they are
moving against each other as a longitudinal mode. The force is absent in
the transversal case and thus a gap in the excitation frequency arises, where
, which is called the Reststrahlen band1. This lifted degeneracy of the TO

1In literature also referred to with ”residual band”
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2.1 Electromagnetic Waves in Matter

and LO phonon frequencies cannot be found in non-polar crystals due to the
missing dipole between the lattice atoms.

2.1.4 Dielectric Function

The frequency dependence of the dielectric response for polar dielectric mate-
rials can be obtained using the Lorentz-oscillator model [22] for the atoms of
the crystal lattice:

~Eq = mω2
0~r

2
0 +mΓ~̇r0 +m~̈r0, (2.18)

with q being the atom charge, m the atom mass, ω0 the resonance frequency, ~r
the displacement from the equilibrium position and Γ the damping constant.
The oscillating motion gets driven by the incoming plane wave ~E = E0e

(iωt)

with frequency ω. The equation of motion eq. 2.18 can be solved by the
following ansatz:

~r0 = ~E0e
iωt. (2.19)

When solving eq. 2.18 with this ansatz the dipole ~p moment for each unit cell
can calculated:

~p(t) = αe(ω)~r0. (2.20)

The proportionality factor α(ω) is now connecting the polarization to the
electric field and is given by:

α(ω) =
q2

mε0(ω2
0 − ω2 − iΓω)

. (2.21)

This proportionality factor α(ω) is also called the polarizability. With eq. 2.11
and:

χ = Nα(ω), (2.22)

where N is the number of oscillating atoms, the electric permittivity can be
written as:

9
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ε(ω) = 1 +Nα(ω) = 1 +N
q2

mε0(ω2
0 − ω2 − iΓω)

. (2.23)

In the high frequency limit, the complex permittivity is commonly written as
ε∞ [23]. This high frequency limit lies between the resonance frequencies of
the phonon and electron contributions to the dielectric function.
When taking ε∞ into eq. 2.23 the permittivity can be expressed as:

ε(ω) = ε∞ +N
q2

mε0(ω2
0 − ω2 − iΓω)

. (2.24)

Under the assumption that no free charges are present in the material (ρ = 0),
using Gauss’s Law eq. 2.4 leads to the following expression:

~D = εrε0E0e
i(~k~r−ωt)

ε(~k · ~E) = 0.
(2.25)

This condition can be met when ~E is perpendicular to ~k, or when ε = 0 with
the electric response given by eq. 2.24. For the first case, the field is transverse
to the propagation direction, which is the case for the incoming plane-wave
radiation as well as the TO phonon. It is thus seen that the TO mode is
IR-active and represents the resonance in the eq. of motion, i.e. ω = ωTO.
The dielectric function exhibits as consequence a resonance at this frequency.
The case of ε = 0 then describes longitudinal waves with ω = ωLO, with
ε(ω = ωLO) = 0. Using this condition in eq. 2.24 and neglecting the damping
constant Γ = 0 leads to:

(ω2
LO − ω2

TO)ε∞ =
Nq2

mε0
. (2.26)

To obtain now the dielectric function of a polar crystal as function of the ωLO
and ωTO frequencies, eq. 2.26 is substituted into eq. 2.24:

ε(ω) = ε∞
ω2 − ω2

LO − iΓω
ω2 − ω2

TO − iΓω
. (2.27)

10



2.2 Surface Phonon Polaritons

This expression will later be used to simulate the dielectric response of SiC
in chapter 3 and is plotted in fig. 2.4. It is worth mentioning that with this
expression one is also able to define individual damping constants Γ for
the TO and LO modes. One can now obtain the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller [24]
relation by putting eq. 2.26 into eq. 2.24 and setting ω = 0 where εω=0 is the
low-frequency dielectric constant:

εω=0

ε∞
=
ω2
LO

ω2
TO

. (2.28)

In sec. 2.2 it will be shown that SPhPs are restricted to the frequency band
between ωTO and a cut-off frequency ωS. The cut-off frequency marks the
crosspoint of the real part of the dielectric function ε of the polar crystal
and the negative dielectric constant of the adjacent non absorptive dielectric
material, i.e. ε(ωS) = −εA. When eq. 2.27 is solved at the cut-off frequency
ωS, employing eq. 2.28, one obtains:

ωs = ωTO

√
εA + ε(ω = 0)

εA + ε∞
. (2.29)

The total amount of reflection at normal incidence for a plane surface can be
written as [22]:

R⊥ =
(n− 1)2 + k2

(n+ 1)2 + k2
, (2.30)

and was visualized in fig. 2.2. When n → 0, the reflectivity is maximized.
This behavior can be observed in the Reststrahlen band where ε is negative
and the refractive index becomes solely imaginary.

2.2 Surface Phonon Polaritons

The central point of this thesis are SPhPs. Therefore this chapter is dedicated
to explain what those modes are and how their dispersion and propagation
looks like. A SPhP is a coupled mode of a surface electric dipole excitation
paired with a photon propagating in a strongly confined area along the interface
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Figure 2.4: Dielectric response of SiC plotted from eq. 2.27. Real (orange) and imaginary
(blue) part plotted separately. The material properties obtained from [9] are as follows:
ωTO = 796 1/cm, ωLO = 972 1/cm, Γ = 3.75 1/cm and ε∞ = 6.5. The dielectric response
of material 1 is εA = 1 which corresponds to air. The cut-off frequency ωs as solution for
eq. 2.32 is marked in green. At the cut-off frequency εr = −εA holds.

z

1

z

Figure 2.5: Excitation of a surface dipole mode at the interface of a non-dispersive isotropic
medium (1) and a dispersive isotropic polar crystal (2). The green tipped arrows indicate the
polarization of the medium which leads to an oscillation of surface charges marked with blue
and red. The resulting electric field is drawn as black arrows and | ~E| is shown in blue, which
exponentially decays with increasing distance to the interface.
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2.2 Surface Phonon Polaritons

between two different materials. A surface dipol excitation is visualized in fig.
2.5.
At an interface, an oscillation of ~P induces an oscillating charge density which
in return produces an electric field that reaches into the dispersive and non-
dispersive medium and exponentially decays with distance to the interface.
When incoming light is coupled to this surface electric dipol excitation, a
SPhP can be excited at the material interface. The electric field of a SPhP lies
in the x-z-plane and has no component into the y-direction. It follows that it
can only be excited by waves with an electric field that lies in the x-z-plane
and will have a magnetic field ~H into the y-direction. The excitation therefore
is only possible with p-polarized light [25]. Excitation with s-polarized light
is not possible, which can be shown by solving the Maxwell equations [26].
A first evidence that SPhPs can only be excited in the residual band can found
by looking at the electric displacement vector ~D. Maxwell’s equations state
that ~D has to be continuous at the interface:

~D⊥1 = ~D⊥2. (2.31)

With recalling that ~D = ε0ε ~E and that the out-of-plane component of the
electric field has different signs at the interface (as seen in fig. 2.5) it follows:

ε1(ω) = −ε2(ω). (2.32)

Here ε1 is the dielectric function of the non-dispersive medium and ε2 is the
dielectric function of the dispersive medium. The residual band of SiC where
ε2 < 0 therefore fulfills the condition eq. 2.31. The solution for eq. 2.32 yields
the cut-off frequency ωs.

2.2.1 Surface Phonon Polariton Dispersion

To calculate the SPhP dispersion the most simple geometry of a flat interface,
as depicted in figure 2.5, will be used. For this setup we assume a p-polarized
wave to travel along the x-axis with its electric field in the x-z-plane. The
wave is given by:

13
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~E = ~E0±e
i(ωt−kx±x∓kz±z), (2.33)

where ± as subscript for E0 and kx and kz notes either a point in material
1 corresponding to + or material 2 corresponding to − (as seen in fig. 2.5).
Because the in-plane-momentum is conserved across the interface we can set
kx+ = kx− = kx. Putting eq. 2.33 into the three dimensional wave equation
then yields for kz±:

kz± =

√
ω2

c2
ε± − k2x. (2.34)

To restrict the wave to the surface, the z-component of the wave should
exponentially decay with increasing distance to the interface. Therefore kz±
has to be imaginary and eq. 2.34 can be written as:

ikz± =

√
k2x −

ω2

c2
ε±. (2.35)

If one now defines κ± := ikz±, the wave eq. 2.33 can be written as:

~E = ~E±e
i(ωt−kxx)e∓κ±z. (2.36)

To get the SPhP dispersion relation from eq. 2.35, the Maxwell equations
eq. 2.2 and eq. 2.3 with ρ = 0 and ~j = 0 are taken:

~∇× ~E = −iωµ0 ~H (2.37)

~∇× ~H = iωεε0 ~E. (2.38)

When substituting 2.37 into 2.38 and using µ0ε0 = 1/c2 as well as the identity
~∇× (~∇× ~E) = ~∇ · (~∇ · ~E)−∆ ~E, eq. 2.38 becomes:

∆ ~E +
ω2

c2
ε ~E − ~∇(~∇ ~E) = 0. (2.39)

The y-component of the ~E-field can be set to 0 when taking into account that
eq. 2.33 is p-polarized. With further substitution of eq. 2.36 into eq. 2.39 one
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2.2 Surface Phonon Polaritons

gets:

E0z± = ∓i kz
κ±
E0±z. (2.40)

From the boundary conditions for the electric displacement ~D(ε+E0+x =

ε−E0−x) and the electric field ~E(E0+z = E0−z) follows:

κ+
ε+

= −κ−
ε−
. (2.41)

With κ+, κ−, ε+ > 0 follows that ε− < 0. Plugging eq. 2.35 into this lastly
gives the SPhP dispersion relation:

kx = kSPhP =
ω

c

√
ε+ε−
ε+ + ε−

. (2.42)

A similar derivation for the dispersion of Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP)
can be found in [27] in appendix 1. To show now that SPhPs are limited to the
Reststrahlen band of SiC where ε− < −ε+, the dispersion eq. 2.42 is put into
eq. 2.35:

κ± =
ω

c

|ε±|√
−(ε+ + ε−)

. (2.43)

Since κ± has to be real to get a surface bound mode, the condition ε− < −ε+
has to hold in eq. 2.43 which is exactly in the Reststrahlen band of SiC. The
dispersion relation is shown in figure 2.6.
Surface phonon polaritons have similar properties as SPPs but instead of a
plasmonic excitation, the negative permittivity at IR-wavelengths is used to
couple a photon to a surface dipole excitation inside the Reststrahlen band
(chap. 2.1.3) of the dielectric material.

2.2.2 Coupling to Surface Phonon Polaritons

When taking a closer look at fig. 2.6 it can be observed that the light dispersion
has no crossing point with the SPhP dispersion. From this follows that it is
not possible to excite a SPhP without adding additional momentum to the
incoming light and thereby creating a crossing point between both dispersion
lines. In order to do so, optical devices such as prisms or gratings can be
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Figure 2.6: SPhP dispersion in the Reststrahlen band of SiC. The dispersion lies between the
ωTO and ωLO frequency. The blue line shows the dispersion relation of light from eq. 2.6
plotted for a theoretical incidence angle of φi = 90◦ in vacuum. With this incidence angle
the wave vector of light lies in the surface of the material. Still there is no crosspoint of both
dispersion curves and additional in-plane-momentum is needed to couple light to a SPhP.

used. For prism coupling two major methods have been established using
different configurations. In the Otto configuration, proposed in 1968 [16], a
prism is set up with an adjustable air gap between prism and sample [28].
This setup has been implemented recently for nonlinear studies of SPhPs [18].
One advantage in this setup is the adjustable gap size between prism and
material [28] and lies in the range of µm for SPhPs. The second method
implementing a prism is the Kretschmann configuration which was developed
by Kretschmann and Rather [17]. Here the polariton gets excited in a thin film
which is directly attached to the prism and the excited mode then propagates
at the backside on the interface between air and material. Other ways to excite
SPhPs are given by the use of rough surfaces or nanostructures [14] to provide
the necessary in-plane-moment. Those methods however do not allow to
excite propagating modes with external control of their momentum.

An intriguing alternative to prism coupling methods are gratings. Gratings
offer many different parameters which can be optimized in order to maximize
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2.3 Grating Theory

Groove Length

Period (p)

Linewidth Depth (d)

Figure 2.7: Simplified illustration of a grating used in this thesis to couple light to a SPhP.
Sample and grating are made of the same dielectric polar material. Important parameters like
period length, depth as well as rim and groove length are marked in the sketch. Gratings like
this provide multiple adjustable parameters to tune the SPhP dispersion. Furthermore,they are
much easier to set up as compared to a prism configuration.

the coupling efficiency to SPhPs and are much easier to implement in the
experimental setup since they are directly on the material surface. To measure
the excitation of SPhPs by means of the grating, in this work reflectivity
measurements will be performed. The excitation of a SPhP then manifests as
a dip in the reflectivity spectrum. The dip depth allows to retrieve information
of about coupling efficiency of the grating.

2.3 Grating Theory

This chapter will introduce the theoretical basics of gratings such as grating
momentum and diffraction. In theory [29] there are different types of gratings,
such as amplitude and phase gratings. These two types can further be parted
into reflection and transmission gratings. In order to use a grating to couple
light to a SPhP, in this thesis, a phase-diffraction grating will be used. A
simplified illustration of a grating with all its adjustable parameters used for
this work is given in fig. 2.7. When measuring reflectivity, the energy transfer
to a SPhP can be observed as a loss in reflectivity and therefore as a dip.

2.3.1 Grating Equation

When light interacts with a grating surface it gets diffracted from the grooves.
Every groove then becomes a point source of reflected and transmitted light
as can be seen in fig. 2.8. The wavefronts of the transmitted light can interact
constructively and destructively and the wave patterns form a series of lines of
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Figure 2.8: Grating equation illustrated. The path difference (red dotted) between two waves
of light, coming from the same direction, hitting the grating can be calculated as the sum of
the path difference before a sin(φi) and after the grating a sin(φm). The total path difference
is than a function of incoming and outgoing angle from eq. 2.45.

constructive interference behind the grating which are called maxima and can
be sorted by order. In a grating, the maxima are distributed to both sides of
the direction of the incoming beam and the specular reflected and transmitted
beam are called the zero order. The rank of order rises with higher change of
propagation direction compared to the direction of the incoming beam. For
an incident beam which is perpendicular to the surface, the angle φ between
the zero-order and higher order is related to the path difference dn and grating
constant a through the grating equation [30]:

dn = nλ = a sinφn. (2.44)

For an arbitrary angle of incidence φi the grating equation becomes:

dn = nλ = a(n2sin(φn)− n1sin(φi)). (2.45)

This is a condition for the existence of higher diffraction orders. Which states
that the difference in path length has to be an integer multiple of the wavelength
to get constructive interference and therefore higher diffraction orders. For
the zero order (n = 0), this equation becomes Snell’s Law (eq. 2.15). The
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2.3 Grating Theory

incoming light has an in-plane-momentum given by:

kix = |k|sin(φi), (2.46)

with |k| = 2πn1/λ being total momentum and the n-diffraction order has
in-plane momentum of:

knx =
n2
n1
|k|sin(φn). (2.47)

Plugging those to into the grating equation eq. 2.45 one can derive a expression
that shows that the difference in kix and knx has to be a n-multiple of the grating
impulse K = 2π/a:

n
2π

a
= knx − kix. (2.48)

And n can also represent negative grating order.

2.3.2 Wood’s Anomaly

In subwavelength gratings as used for this thesis, the diffraction is suppressed
which can be seen from eq. 2.44 where for λ > a, only complex solutions
exist for φi. With oblique incidence angle, the angle between diffraction
order and normal can become real. For angles larger than this cut-of angle, a
diffraction order emerges and the intensity of the diffracted beam is then lost in
the specular reflection [31]. This can be observed in reflectivity measurements
as a kink in reflectance. To calculate the cut-off incidence angle we assume
that the first diffraction order is emitted parallel to the surface, i.e. φn=1 = 90◦

and eq. 2.45 can be modified to:

φi = arcsin(
nλ

a
− 1), (2.49)

where φi is the angle of incidence between, n again is the grating order,
n1 = n2 = 1 and λ the wavelength. From this equation it becomes clear that
the cut-off angle is wavelength dependent. For a fixed φi therefore exists a cut-
off wavelength λcut−off . The grating thus leaving subwavelength dimensions.
For wavelengths λ > To calculate the exact wavelength for which wood’s
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Figure 2.9: Both figures show the light cone (blue) for the dispersion of light with different
incidence angles φi from φi = 0◦ to φi = 90◦ where φi = 90◦ represents the light line. Two
dispersion relations for SPhPs with different propagation direction are shown in green. Left:
Even under φi = 90◦ the light dispersion does not cross the SPhP dispersion due to the
missing in-plane-momentum. Right: When adding the grating momentum K = 2π/a to the
light dispersion (”kicking” the in-plane-momentum) multiple cross points, for different angles
φi, of both dispersions can be achieved. SPhPs with negative in-plane momentum get excited
through grating contributions with negative grating order and vis versa. The momentum
”kick” was here plotted for a grating with a = 7.2 µm and the grating order n = ±1.

anomaly appears with given grating constant, angle of incidence and grating
order, φn is set to φn = 90◦ and eq. 2.49 becomes:

λkink = a(sin(φi) + 1). (2.50)

For a fixed φi we thus expect the diffraction to emerge for a cut-off wavelength
λ < λcut−off and the kink position arises for lower energies then the cut-off
energy. This anomaly can be observed in the angle of incidence simulations
shown in sec. 3.2.1 and sec. 3.3.1.

2.3.3 Momentum Matching to Surface Phonon Polartions

Specifically for subwavelength-gratings, where no far-field diffraction occurs,
the additional momentum provided by the grating interaction can be used to
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2.3 Grating Theory

excite SPhP. When looking at the dispersion relation of light and the SPhP (as
already mentioned in sec. 2.2.2) no cross point can be found (see. fig. 2.6)
due to the missing in-plane momentum of light. The missing momentum can
be compensated by the use of a grating on the sample surface. The grating
provides an additional momentum K = 2π/a and shifts the light dispersion as
calculated in eq. 2.48. With interaction between light and grating, the in-plane
momentum of the light then becomes:

k0 = ki + nK, (2.51)

where k0 is the total in-plane momentum, ki is the in-plane-momentum of the
incoming light and n ∈ Z is the grating order. One could picture this process
as if the light gets a momentum ”kick” from the grating surface to couple
”kicked” photons to a SPhP. The in-plane momentum of light then fulfills:

kSPhP = k0. (2.52)

Every point where the light line crosses the SPhP dispersion thus fulfills this
condition. Since the in-plane momentum of light also depends on φi, a cone of
light lines exists for different angles between φi = 90◦ and φi = −90◦. In the
case of φi = ±90◦, the complete momentum of light lies in the surface. With
the additional momentum provided by the grating this cone shifts and multiple
intersections between light cone and SPhP dispersions arise. A visualization
of this process can be seen in fig. 2.9. This figure also illustrates that SPhPs
with opposite propagation direction can be excited with the same angle of
incidence for light. Where SPhPs with negative k0 can only be excited with a
negative grating order n < 0. Vice versa SPhPs with positive k0 can only be
excited through grating order with n > 0.

This method was successfully demonstrated in [12] and a picture of a
grating, used to add additional momentum to the light dispersion, can be seen
in fig. 2.10. When performing reflectivity measurements, in the Reststrahlen
band of SiC, on such a grating the SPhP excitation can be observed as a
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Figure 2.10: Atomic force microscopy picture of a grating used in [12] to add additional
grating momentum to the incoming light and successfully excite SPhPs in the sample surface.
The grating was produced with optical lithography and reactive ion-etching.

loss in reflectivity and therefore as a dip in the spectrum. The dip position
corresponds to the intersection of the light line and the SPhP dispersion for the
corresponding grating order. An example of such a reflectivity measurement
is given in fig. 2.11. When comparing the intersection points between SPhP
dispersion and light cone in fig. 2.9 for the n = 1 and n = −1 grating order,
one can see that with changing angle of incidence the change in excitation
energy is bigger for the n = −1 grating order due to the form of the dispersion
relation and the SPhP’s propagation direction. Measured resonance dips, in
the reflectivity signal, will thus exhibit a greater shift through the Reststrahlen
band when changing the lights incidence angle as opposed to the n = 1

grating order, i.e. the n = −1 order resonance will disperse more strongly
with incidence angle. Therefore, the n = −1 grating order is more suited to
experimentally verify excitation of propagating SPhPs.
The technique of using a grating to add momentum to the incoming light can
also be used for SPP excitation [32], which was recently shown for plasmons
on a metal tip [33]. In the upcoming chap. 3, different SiC gratings were
simulated to maximize the coupling efficiency and to investigate the influence
of different grating parameters on the coupling efficiency. Additionally to the
SiC grating a gold grating will be presented.
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2.4 The Free Electron Laser

Figure 2.11: Reflectivity measurements performed for the left edge of the Reststrahlen band
of SiC. Spectral resonances in the Reststrahlen band show as dips in reflectivity. The measure-
ments reveal a dependency between angle of incidence of the incoming light and the spectral
response. Graphic taken from [12].

Figure 2.12: Simplified FEL setup. Free electrons are produced in a gun and accelerated to
99.99% of light speed. They are then guided into a cavity which is encompassed with an
undulator. The electrons then make a wiggling motion inside the cavity emitting synchrotron
radiation. The radiation gets amplified inside the cavity and is out-coupled at one of the cavity
mirrors. From there on it is guided to the experiment. Picture taken from [34]
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2.4 The Free Electron Laser

With the SPhP’s resonances appearing in the mid-IR spectral region, a special
light source is needed in order to spectroscopically investigate these excitation.
The experiments carried out in this work therefore utilize a IR free electron
laser. In common laser systems, laser radiation is generated through a pumped,
active medium with electronic transitions providing the desired energy. As
an alternative working principle, a free electron laser (FEL) uses electrons
moving with relativistic speed within a periodic structure of magnets, called
undulator (see fig. 2.13). Due to the periodic movement inside the undulator,
the electrons emit synchrotron radiation of the desired frequency. This section
will provide deeper insight into the basic functionality of the FEL setup and
the creation of synchrotron radiation.

2.4.1 Setup of a Free Electron Laser

An FEL is build out of three major components. A linear electron accelerator,
which brings the electrons up to relativistic speed, a set of multiple magnets
ordered in line with alternating polarities (undulator) and a mirror cavity.
The setup can be seen in fig. 2.12. When an accelerated electron enters the
cavity and passes the magnets at its center axis, it starts to oscillate due to the
Lorentz force and radiates synchrotron radiation. The radiation then interferes
constructively and amplifies in the cavity. The necessary condition for this
eq. 2.54 is given in the next section. The radiation then leaves the cavity
through the output mirror and the electrons are captured in a electron dumb.

2.4.2 Amplified Synchrotron Radiation in a Free Electron Laser

Synchrotron radiation is generated due to the sinusoidal movement of electrons
inside the undulator. The electrons emit the radiation in arbitrary angles to
their wiggling motion caused by the changing magnetic field alongside their
path through the cavity as seen in fig. 2.13. An illustration of the electron path
inside the the undulator can be seen in fig. 2.14. The magnetic field of the
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Figure 2.13: The magnetic field By produced by an undulator is draw as green line. This
magnetic field forces electrons moving through the undulator into a wiggling motion by
deflecting them perpendicular to their movement along the cavity axis z.

undulator By lies perpendicular to the original electron path into z-direction.
The alternating field can be written as:

By = B0sin(
2πz

λu
), (2.53)

with B0 being the field peak intensity, and λu the spatial period of the perma-
nent magnets. In order to interfere constructively, the condition [35]:

nλ = c
λu
vz
− λucos(α) (2.54)

has to be fulfilled. Here λ denotes the wavelength of the optical pulse and n is
a positive integer, where n > 1 represents higher harmonics. α is the angle
between the radiation direction and the z-direction and vz is the velocity into
z-direction. By calculation of the velocity vx, an expression for the velocity
vz can be found [35]:

vz = c[1− 1

2γ2
(1 +

K2

2
)]. (2.55)

Here γ = 1/
√

1− (v/c)2 represents the relativistic factor to consider particles
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z
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Figure 2.14: The electrons following the path, drawn in pink, emitting synchrotron radiation
at the angle α. For constructive interference the phase difference must be a integer multiple
of the optical wavelength λu.

with relativistic speed and K = (eB0γu)/(2πm0c). Inside the linear accel-
erators, the electron velocity reaches up to 99,99% of the speed of light c.
Therefore one can approximate γ � 1 and α� 1. With this the wavelength
λ becomes:

λ =
λu
2γ2

[1 +
K2

2
+ (γα)2]. (2.56)

When the first electrons enter the cavity they spontaneously emit synchrotron
radiation. This radiation then interacts with the following electrons and
creates stimulated emission of even more synchrotron radiation. Thus the
actual lasing process is started. The synchrotron radiation emitted by electrons
traveling through the undulator also interacts again with the next bunch of
electrons traveling through the cavity in a way that at the resonance frequency
(eq. 2.54), losses and gains cancel out and electrons traveling out of phase
absorb energy from the electric field or emit energy as radiation which
bunches them even more. At this condition electrons with lower energy get
accelerated and electrons of higher energy decelerate. This process generates
packages of electrons with same velocity inside the cavity and is called micro
bunching.
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To now get a net radiation from the system, the electron energy has to
be slightly different from the resonant frequency. This can expressed
through [35]:

dT

dt
= −e

2B0E0λu
4πγm0

cos(φ), (2.57)

where T is the average electron energy and φ is the phase of the electron to the
electric field. One can see that the right hand sight of eq. 2.57 vanishes for the
resonance case of cos(φ) = 0 and losses and gains cancel out. For the case
of cos(φ) < 0, the left hand side is dT/dt > 0 and the electrons gain energy
from the electromagnetic field which can be seen as stimulated absorption. For
the last case of cos(φ) > 0, the change in kinetic energy dT/dt < 0, which
means that the electrons now loose energy is as radiation. The laser emits
therefore at wavelengths higher then the resonant wavelength from eq. 2.54.
This process is analog to the stimulated emission in a conventional laser.
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3 Simulations

In order to study the underlying coupling mechanism of gratings for SPhP
coupling and to provide a better understanding of the influence of different
grating parameters (as introduced in fig. 2.7) involved in this process,
simulations where performed as part of this thesis. Based on those simulation,
gratings where build on 6H-SiC to measure SPhP excitation and to validate
simulation data. Two types of gratings will be investigated for this purpose.
The first one will be solely made of SiC where there is no difference between
grating and sample material. The second grating will consist of gold rims on a
SiC sample. Since reflectivity measurements provide a fairly good insight
into the coupling mechanism and where excessively used to study surface
polariton excitation [16–18, 32, 36], we also analyze the reflectivity in our
simulations.

This chapter will shortly introduce the reader in the simulation setup
and will explain the necessary boundary condition theory to understand the
simulation. The data acquired from the simulations shown in this chapter was
used to identify the role and importance of the investigated grating parameters
involved in the coupling efficiency. Based on the this knowledge, real gratings
where designed and build to couple light to a SPhP and to validate the
simulation results.

3.1 Simulation Setup

The simulations performed in this thesis where made with the radio frequency
module(RF-Module) of Comsol Multiphysics 5.3a. [37]. This software offers
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters and their corresponding sweeping ranges used in the simu-
lation sandbox. For each simulation one parameter was manipulated in the given range while
the other parameters were kept constant.

Simulation Parameters
Parameter Range (Startvalue, Stepsize, Endvalue)
Period Length 5 µm, 0.5 µm, 7.5 µm
Grating Depth 100 nm, 100 nm, 1 µm
Linewidth 0.72 µm, 0.72 µm, 6.48 µm
Angle of Incidence 0◦, 5◦, 60◦

ωLO 769 1/cm
ωTO 972 1/cm

a physics sandbox that allows the construction of the system of interest in a
CAD-environment. The physical behavior of this system can than be simu-
lated under the use of different physics modules provided by the software.
To simulate the grating and the influence of its different parameters on the
coupling efficiency, 1 period of a SiC grating where build with periodic bound-
aries. Thereby a infinite long grating was simulated. The material outside
the grating was chosen to be air and the SiC grating was defined with its
corresponding material properties for the dielectric response. The simulation
in the RF-Module then allowed to illuminate the interface with a plane wave
with of the desired frequency and angle excited at the top edge (port 1) of the
simulation environment. This top excitation layer also absorbed the reflected
light and forwarded this data, i.e. that the reflected and transmitted intensities
are extracted from the scattering parameters, as reflectance of the interface.
An additional layer (port 2) was simulated at the bottom of the SiC sample
to also get information about the transmission through the material. To sim-
ulate the system for different energies, frequency domain calculations were
employed, i.e. the reflected and transmitted intensity was evaluated for a range
of frequencies in order to construct the respective spectra. A illustration of the
simulation setup with ports and boundary conditions is displayed in fig. 3.1.
A list of the parameters and their sweeping range used to build this simulation
is shown in 3.1.
To get a solution of Maxwell’s equation for all points of the geometry, the
system is partitioned in small elements. The complete grid of elements is
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Figure 3.1: A:Illustration of the simulation setup used to investigate the influence of different
grating parameters on the coupling efficiency of a SiC grating to SPhP. 1.5 periods of the
grating where constructed. The system was probed with the radio frequency module of
Comsol Multiphysics 5.3a [38]. On port 1 a plane wave gets periodically excited into the
simulation sandbox with a predefined angle. The intensity of light reaching port 1(blue) is
measured as reflectivity data. The light passing through the SiC is measured at port 2(blue)
and extracted as transmission data. Periodic boundary conditions(red) ensure periodicity of
the system. B: Enlarged view of the marked region(black circle). The grating’s corners where
approximated as curves. The mesh is visible and resolves the simulation environment with
triangles. To resolve corner regions smaller triangles are used.

called a mesh. The average size of each distinct mesh element can vary within
given restrictions and defines the resolution. Higher resolution allows to
calculate more precise simulation results but also raise the computation time.
The dynamic size of the single elements allows to resolve sharp corners in the
system. The mesh used to resolve the system simulated in this thesis is build
out of small triangles and is show right in fig. 3.1.
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3.1.1 Floquet Boundary Theory

To achieve results which are comparable with a grating of multiple periods
periodic boundary conditions where defined which expanded the build setup
into a infinite long grating. To accommodate for the periodicity of the grating
with grating constant a, Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions where used at the
borders of the simulation box(marked as red lines in fig. 3.1). With this type
of periodic condition optical waves in the simulation take the following form:

~ψ = ei
~k~ru~(k)(~r), (3.1)

where u~k(~r) modulates the wave function and is periodic with the grating
constant u(~r) = u(~r + ~a). Therefore ψ(~r) = ψ(~r + ~a) is also periodic in
grating constant. The use of this type of periodicity is analogous to Blochs
theorem for the electronic wave equation in a periodic atomic lattice [39].
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Figure 3.2: Simulations for the angle of incidence φi with constant period p = 7.2 µm, depth
d = 300 nm and linewidth 4.8 µm. fig. 3.2A: shows the spectra for different angles φi in the
Reststrahlen band of SiC. The SPhP resonance corresponding with the n = −1 grating order
shifts to lower wavenumbers with increasing angle of incidence φi. The resonances where
fitted with a Lorentzian to gain information about amplitude and spectral width (full width
half maximum). fig. 3.2.B: Resonance position of dips corresponding to the n = −1 grating
order obtained by the fitted simulation (blue) and the analytical dispersion from chapter (2.3.3)
plotted versus φ. Model and simulation agree with a small shift in energy. fig. 3.2.C: Spectral
width of the resonances as function of φi. The width gets smaller with bigger φi. fig. 3.2.A:
Fitted amplitude of the resonance dips plotted against φi. The amplitude rises with the angle
of incidence.

3.2 Silicon Carbide Grating Simulations

This section presents and discusses the results obtained for the SiC grating
reflectivity simulations. The simulations presented in this thesis where all
done for the Reststrahlen band of SiC. The emerging dips in the reflectivity
spectra, as a marker of the SPhP excitation, are analyzed for variation of
the simulation parameters, i.e. the angle of incidence, grating depth, grating
period, and linewidth to period ratio.
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3.2.1 Incidence Angle Simulations

The simulated reflectance data for different angle of incidence φi is shown in
fig. 3.2. For this simulation, the angle was changed in 5◦ steps from 0 to 60◦.
The other grating parameters where set constant for this simulation with depth
d = 300 nm, period length p = 7.2 µm and linewidth of 4.8 µm.
In these spectra, multiple dips in the Reststrahlen band are observed, indicative
of SPhP excitation by the grating structure. The most striking feature is
the deep dip that disperses between 920 1/cm for normal incidence and ∼
810 1/cm for φi = 45◦. Recalling the discussion in sec. 2.3.3, this feature
can be identified as the n = −1 grating order excitation of SPhPs, thereby
validating the principal validity of the simulations in reproducing the polariton
excitation. Further, multiple dips occur at larger wavenumbers > 920 1/cm.
The strongest feature at 930 1/cm corresponds to the n = 1 grating order
and does not show, as expected, a significant dispersion with φi. Several
smaller features for wavenumbers > 940 1/cm likely correspond to higher
order |n| >1 grating interactions.
Apart from these SPhP-related features, one can also observe kinks in the
reflectivity on the high-frequency side of the n = −1 SPhP resonance. These
kinks are especially pronounced in the spectra for φi = 35◦, 40◦, 45◦ and
can be explained by wood’s anomaly (see section.2.3.2). To confirm that the
kink really corresponds to wood’s anomaly, the attendant incidence angle can
together with the period of 7.2 µm be plugged into eq. 2.50. This yields kink
positions at 882 1/cm, 845 1/cm, 813 1/cm for φi = 35◦, 40◦, 45◦. The kink
positions in the simulation therefore agrees with the prediction for Wood’s
anomaly. Notably, the Wood’s anomaly always appears at wavenumbers larger
than the n = −1 order SPhP resonance. Finally, one can also follow the
incidence angle dependence of the reflectivity outside the Reststrahlen band at
wavenumbers < 797 1/cm and &970 1/cm. Here, the reflectivity on the low
wavenumber side increases and the edge of the Reststrahlen band on the high
wavenumber side shifts with increasing incidence angle. These are well know
and can be explained by the Fresnel equations.
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3.2 Silicon Carbide Grating Simulations

In order to quantitatively analyze the SPhP coupling of the n = −1 grating
order, the corresponding reflectivity dips where fitted with a Lorentzian line
shape. The resulting resonance position, spectral width and amplitudes as
a function of incidence angle are shown in fig. 3.2.A-C, respectively. The
resonance position shown in B qualitatively follows the analytical prediction
of eq. 2.52. The simulations results are down-shifted by about ∼2 1/cm at
φi = 45◦, steadily increasing to 15 1/cm for φi = 0◦. For φi > 45◦, no
resonance is observed in perfect agreement with the analytical model.
In contrast to the analytical model, the simulations now also yield the ampli-
tude and spectral width of the resonances, and thereby allows to estimate the
SPhP coupling efficiency of the grating. The resonance amplitudes shown
in fig. 3.2.D are overall very large > 0.9, demonstrating that this grating
design should couple very efficiently throughout the dispersion. A small trend
of better efficiency in the middle of the dispersion can be observed, though.
Interestingly though, there is a clear trend of decreasing spectral width with
increasing φi, see fig. 3.2.C. This is likely related to the radiative losses of
the SPhPs [18, 36] that change throughout the dispersion, an effect that is
much better understood when analyzing the grating depth simulations in the
following subsection.

3.2.2 Depth Simulations

To estimate the impact of the grating depth on the coupling efficiency. We
performed simulations in the Reststrahlen region of SiC. With constant angle
of incidence φi = 30◦, period of p = 7.2 µm and linewidth of 4.8 µm.The
gratings where simulated with depths from 0.1 µm to 1 µm with 0.1 µm steps
and the results are shown in fig. 3.3. The dip in the middle of the Reststrahlen
band from ∼825 1/cm to ∼880 1/cm caused by the SPhP excitation of
the n = −1 grating order shows a systematic change in amplitude which
indicates th coupling efficiency. With increasing grating depth from 0.1 µm to
0.3 µm the dip size increases and reaches its maximum amplitude at 0.3 µm.
For higher grating depths the dips amplitude then decreases again. The
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Figure 3.3: Simulations performed for the grating depth parameter. Ten gratings with depths
from 0.1 µm to 1 µm were simulated in the Reststrahlen band of SiC. A: Spectra in the
Reststrahlen band of SiC for different grating depths. The dips in reflectance from 840 1/cm to
875 1/cm correspond to a SPhP resonance for the n = −1 grating order and show systematic
behavior dependent of the grating depth. The plot shows a critical coupling behavior where
0.3 µm is the optimal grating depth with the most coupled light to the SPhP. For greater and
lower depths the loss in reflectance decreases. The dips in reflectance at 925 1/cm correspond
to the n = 1 order. B: The resonance position slightly shifts with increasing grating depth to
lower wavenumbers. The resonance position was gained by a Lorentzian fit of the resonances
between 840 1/cm and 875 1/cm. C: The fits were used to show the loss in reflectance at
the resonance position as function of the grating depth. A critical coupling behavior can be
observed where the most light is coupled to a SPhP in a 0.3 µm grating.

grating thereby shows a critical coupling behavior as a function of the grating
depth. For flat gratings d < 0.3 µm, light is not coupled efficiently into the
grating resulting in a reflectance <0.7. For gratings with grating depths of
d > 0.3 µm, highly lossy SPhP are excited with distinct radiative coupling.
At d = 0.3 µm (820 1/cm) the reflectivity dip is most pronounced (R = 0.04)
where the light is most efficiently coupled to the SPhP. The critical coupling
behavior is shown in more detail in fig. 3.3.D where the fitted dip amplitude is
plotted.

Additionally, SPhP resonance positions and widths vary as a function
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3.2 Silicon Carbide Grating Simulations

of grating depth. With increasing grating depth, the resonance positions shift
to lower wavenumbers while the resonance broadens. When looking at the
resonance position in fig. 3.3.B, the shift can be observed in more detail. With
a change in grating depth of d = 0.9 µm the resonance shifts about ∼30 1/cm.
The increase in spectral width with grating depth is shown in fig. 3.3.C and
the change in spectral width growths with each incremental step to higher
grating depth. When comparing these results for coupling efficiency and
spectral width of the resonances to the resonances as function of air gap size
in the Otto configuration of prism coupling [18], it becomes clear that the
results look very similar, i.e. the grating depth parameter plays an analogous
role in grating coupling as the air gap size parameter in prism coupling.

The features visible at ∼925 1/cm and higher correspond to grating
order of n = 1 and higher. At the right edge of the Reststrahlen band a
similar manner is visible to the energy shift observed in sec. 3.2.1, where
deeper gratings show lower reflectance. It is also remarkable that the feature
visible at 755 1/cm flattens with lower grating depths. From this simulation
d = 0.3 µm grating depth was shown to be the optimal grating depth with
the highest coupling efficiency. To simulate now the grating period and the
grating linewidth with optimal grating depth, further simulations where done
with a constant grating depth d = 0.3 µm.

3.2.3 Period Simulations

To investigate the dependence of the coupling efficiency to period length
of a grating, simulations were done for 10 different grating periods in the
Reststrahlen band of SiC. The period was changed from 5 µm to 7.5 µm
in steps of 0.5 µm. For every calculated period the results were plotted in
fig. 3.4.A. Other grating parameters were set to a constant for this simulation
with: angle of incidence φi = 30◦ for the incoming light, grating depth
d = 0.3 µm and linewidth of l = 4.8 µm. One can see in fig. 3.4.A that the
resonance position shifts to lower wavenumbers and therefore to the right
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Figure 3.4: Simulation data for different grating periods. A: Spectra for different grating
periods in the Reststrahlen band of SiC. The dips from 850 1/cm to 920 1/cm correspond to
the SPhP resonance. B: the resonance position for the dips between 850 1/cm and 920 1/cm
is plotted versus period length. The resonance shifts to lower wavenumbers with increasing
period length. The change in dip position grows with increasing period length. C: Spectral
width (full width half maximum) of the resonances is show as function of period length. With
increase in period length the spectral width of the resonance gets smaller. D: Amplitude of the
resonance dips. The dip size slightly increases with bigger period lengths. The small changes
indicate that period length has no dominant role in coupling efficiency The resonance dips
from 850 1/cm to 920 1/cm correspond to the n = −1 grating order and where fitted with a
Lorentzian to get the resonance position and spectral width.

edge of the Reststrahlen band for higher period lengths. The grating with the
highest period of p = 7.5 µm has its resonance position at 850 1/cm whereas
the grating with the lowest simulated period of p = 5 µm has its resonance
position at 920 1/cm. This behavior plotted in fig. 3.4.B. The dips at around
925 1/cm correspond to the n = 1 grating order and features from 935 1/cm
to 970 1/cm to even higher grating orders |n| > 1. In fig. 3.4.B, also the shift
to lower energies with rising period length increases with each step to a higher
period length. Plotting the spectral width against the period length shows that
for periods from p = 5 µm to p = 6 µm the width is around 6.6 1/cm. From
p = 6 µm on to higher grating periods the spectral width of the resonance
then gets smaller and shrinks to 1.2 1/cm for a grating period of 7.5 µm. This
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3.2 Silicon Carbide Grating Simulations

behavior was shown in fig. 3.4.C. When investigating the resonance amplitude
in fig. 3.4.D, simulation data overall suggests that the period length has no
impact on the coupling efficiency since the resonance dips all show very
small changes in the resonance amplitude. This becomes more obvious when
observing the impact of the depth parameter onto the resonance amplitude (as
seen in sec. 3.2.2).

As conclusion from this simulation, the resonance position of a grat-
ing is dominated through the period length parameter. Gratings with periods
p > 7 µm are more qualified to become real samples since they exhibit
isolated SPhP resonances in the middle of the Reststrahlen band. Thus making
the resonances experimentally easy accessible. The last simulation in sec. 3.2
will therefore be performed with a grating period length of p = 7.2 µm since
this should lie directly in the middle of the Reststrahlen band.

3.2.4 Linewidth to Period Ratio

The last simulation done for the SiC gratings was made to get knowledge
about the leverage of the linewidth to period (or grating rim to grating
groove) ratio. Therefore gratings were simulated with constant period length
p = 7.2µ m, angle of incidence φi = 30◦, grating depth d = 0.3 µm and
changing linewidth from l = 0.7 µm to 6.48 µm in 0.72 µm steps. The
linewidth was thus increased in steps of 10% from 10% to 90% of the
period length. The simulation data is presented in fig. 3.5. In fig. 3.5.A from
860 1/cm to 880 1/cm the resonances for the n = −1 grating order can be
seen and the dips from 910 1/cm to 940 1/cm correspond to the n = 1 grating
order. The dips at even higher energies then are linked to even higher grating
order resonances. From the spectra shown in fig. 3.5.A it can be easily seen
that the linewidth to period ratio has no obvious impact on resonance position
or spectral width of the dips. It also becomes clear that this ratio somehow is
linked to the coupling efficiency, since there are variations visible in the dip
amplitude.
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Figure 3.5: Simulations for the linewidth to period length ratio of the SiC grating. fig. 3.5.A
shows the spectra taken for linewidths from 10% to 90% of the period length in 10% steps.
Other grating parameters and angle of incidence where set constant with: φi = 30◦, grating
depth d = 0.3 µm and period length of p = 7.2 µm. The dips from 860 1/cm to 880 1/cm
correspond to the n− 1 grating order. fig. 3.5.B: Resonance position for the SPhP resonances
of the n = −1 grating order are plotted versus linewidth. Where there is no significant change
in resonance position visible. fig. 3.5.C: Spectral width of the resonances plotted versus
linewidth. A maximum width and the associated shorter lifetime of the SPhP result from
higher radiative losses of the SPhP in a grating where the linewidth is 50% of the period
length. Higher or lower ratios have fewer radiative losses and therefore longer lifetimes with
smaller spectral width. fig. 3.5.D: Coupling efficiency rises with size of linewidth until the
linewidth makes up 30% of the period. The linewidth than stays constant until the linewidth
reaches 70% of the period length and then decreases again.

Investigating the resonance position in fig. 3.5.B shows that the dip
position does not change significantly with changing linewidth to period
ratio. From fig. 3.5.A it also becomes clear, when looking at the peaks
of the resonances that even if a systematic behavior would exist on very
small scales in the change of resonance position, it could not be found
with the applied simulation resolution of 0.025 1/cm for the frequency
domain. Since this behavior would have insignificant impact on the resonance
position as compared to grating parameters simulated before and the fact
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3.2 Silicon Carbide Grating Simulations

that the simulation times increase drastically with even higher resolutions
in the frequency domain, it can be disregarded. The spectral width of those
resonances show an interesting manner (shown in fig. 3.5.B), which is related
to the lifetime of the SPhP. With increasing linewidth, the spectral width first
increases up to the point where the linewidth is l = 3.6 µm and therefore
exactly 50% of the grating period. From there on the width decreases again.
This effect can be explained similarly to the change in spectral width in
the grating depth simulation (see sec. 3.2.2). For very small linewidths, the
surface has de facto no grating on it, which reduces the radiative losses of a
SPhP to the far-field, where the SPhP lifetime nearly becomes the phonon
lifetime of 2 1/cm. With rising linewidth to period ratio the radiative losses
increase due to the building of a grating on the surface and the resulting
coupling of the SPhPs to the far-field. The flat surface becomes more and
more disturbed due to the grating structure. And with a linewidth of 50% of
the grating period, radiative processes finally reach their maximum. This
reduces the lifetime of the SPhP and increases the spectral width as shown. If
now the linewidth to period ratio increases further, the process inverts and
more and more percent of the surface area resembles a flat surface. Thus
radiative processes stagnate with and the lifetime of the SPhP rises again
leading to a decrease in spectral width. When lastly taking a look at the
resonance amplitude plotted in fig. 3.5.D, once can see that with building of
a grating on the surface the coupling efficiency rises to the point where the
linewidth is 30% of the period length. The coupling efficiency than stays the
same until a linewidth is 70% of the period length and then decreases again.
This behavior is quite surprising since one would expect a manner as seen in
the spectral width, where there is a ”optimal” grating with a linewidth that is
50% (d = 3.6 µm) of the period length. Why there is no difference visible
between l = 2.2 µm and l = 3.6 µm and l = 5.0 µm cannot be explained
here. What can be sad is that the effect of the linewidth to period ratio is
symmetrical which is a expected behavior with regard to spectral width in
fig. 3.5.B.
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The simulations shown above where used as basis to build real sam-
ples used in the experimental part of this thesis and the final grating
parameters are shown in table 4.2. For the grating linewidth a size of
l = 4.8 µm was chosen because most of the simulations above where
performed with this size.

3.3 Gold Grating Simulation

The second system investigated in this thesis is a gold grating on SiC where the
rims are made out of gold bars. The simulation results made for those gratings
will be presented and discussed in this section. Based on the SiC simulations,
SiC and gold gratings where build. It is noteworthy that the simulations
performed for the gold grating were done after the sample was build and
experimentally investigated. The simulations thus were made to understand the
sample system analyzed in sec. 4.2.2 and to achieve better understanding about
the gold impact upon the grating coupling. The simulations are performed
analogous to the ones presented for the SiC gratings above and the same
parameters are investigated. Through the introduction of a material with
different material properties to the system a drastic change in simulation results
can be expected. In contrast to the SiC gratings, where the simulated data
results can be understand in terms of the mechanism of critical coupling well-
studied for Otto-type prism coupling [18], for the gold grating no comparable
model systems exists. The upcoming analysis is therefore mostly empirical.

3.3.1 Incidence Angle Simulation

fig. 3.6 shows the simulation results for a gold grating with changing angle
of incidence φi from 0◦ to 45◦ in 5◦ steps. Other grating parameters are set
constant values for depth d = 0.3 µm, period length l = 7.2 µm and linewidth
l = 4.8 µm. Dips in the Reststrahlen band corresponding to the excitation of a
SPhP with the n = −1 grating order are clearly visible. It was thus possible to
simulate SPhP excitation with a gold grating. To evaluate the simulation data
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Figure 3.6: Simulation data of the angle of incidence simulation for the gold grating. The
resonance position, spectral width and amplitude where plotted against φi respectively in
fig. 3.6.B, C, D. The simulations were performed with constant depth d = 0.3 µm, period
length l = 7.2 µm and linewidth l = 4.8 µm. A: Spectra taken for φi = 15◦ to φi = 45◦ in 5◦

steps. The spectra show SPhP excitation in the Reststrahlen band of SiC. Wood’s anomaly
can be observed following the resonance dip. B:Gold (blue) and SiC(red) angle dispersion
plotted for comparison versus . Both dispersion show similar trending. The gold dispersion is
stretched to higher wavenumbers. C: The spectral width of the gold grating shows a maximum
for φi = 25◦ and φi = 30◦. SiC and gold grating have different conduct. D: The amplitude of
the gold grating shows a minimum at φi = 25◦. And the coupling efficiency is a function of
φi as opposed to the SiC grating.

for the resonances corresponding to the n = −1 and n = 1 grating order, the
resonances were fitted with Lorentzian lineshapes. When firstly investigating
the change in dip position, for the n = −1 grating order, with changing φi
it can be observed that the resonance dip moves to lower wavenumbers, i.e.
shifts to the red, with increasing angle of φi. The angular dispersion of the
resonance position for both, SiC (red) and gold (blue )grating systems, is
plotted in fig. 3.6.B. Both system show a similar dispersion progression for
the SPhP resonance, where the gold grating’s dispersion is stretched to higher
wavenumbers for smaller angles φi and blue-shift of ∼15 1/cm arises for
φi = 15◦ between both lines.
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A comparison of spectral width and amplitude for both systems is plotted in
fig. 3.6.C and fig. 3.6.D respectively. When comparing the spectral width of
both systems one can observe in fig. 3.6.B that the gold data shows generally
larger linewidths compared to the SiC grating. Additionally, the spectral width
has a maximum at φi = 30◦, and decreases to both sides of the angular scan.
This is in contrast to the SiC grating where the spectral width monotonously
decreases with increasing φi. For angles φi > 30◦ the spectral width decreases
again. Apparently, φi has a direct influence on the coupling efficiency. When
at last analyzing the dip amplitude (shown in fig. 3.6), the gold data again
shows different behavior as the SiC data. At φi = 25◦ a minimum for the
amplitude can be found and the overall trend seems correlated with the
spectral width behavior. This observation suggests that, for this grating
geometry, the magnitude of radiative losses changes throughout the angular
scan. Therefore, the data suggests that in the gold grating system the angle of
incidence plays a role in the coupling efficiency which is a characteristic that
could not be observed for the SiC grating system. The fact that the coupling
efficiency can be optimized over φi also suggest that the simulated grating
depth of d = 0.3 µm or linewidth-to-period ratio of 0.66 may not be optimal
to achieve critical coupling in the gold sample system. The decrease in
spectral width for angles approaching φi = 30◦ thus suggests large radiative
losses of the SPhPs which would correspond to a ”over-coupling” as seen for
gratings depths of d > 0.3 µm in the SiC system (see sec. 3.2.2).

3.3.2 Depth Simulation

This interpretation of ”over-coupled” SPhPs can be verified by analysis of the
grating depth dependence, analogous to the SiC grating simulations in Sec.
2.2.2. While the incidence angle, period and linewidth were kept constant at
φi = 30◦,p = 7.2 µm, l = 4.8 µm respectively, the grating depth was varied
between d = 0.1 µm and d = 1 µm in 0.1 µm steps. The simulation results
are displayed in fig. 3.7. When following the SPhP dip in the middle of the
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Figure 3.7: Simulated spectra for the grating depth dependence of the gold grating system.
The resonance position, spectral width and amplitude where plotted against the grating
depth respectively in fig. 3.6.B, C, D. Parameters beside the depth were kept constant at
φi = 30◦,p = 7.2 µm, l = 4.8 µm respectively, the grating depth was varied between
d = 0.1 µm and d = 1 µm in 0.1 µm steps. A: The spectra show a coupling behavior as
seen in sec. 3.2.2 for the over-coupled case with grating depth of d > 0.3 µm. B: Change in
resonance position with grating depth of SiC grating (red) and gold grating (blue) look vary
alike. The gold grating resonances are shifted of about 20-25 1/cm in agreement with fig. 3.6
for φi = 30◦. C: The dependence of spectral width to grating depth resembles a linear growth.
Overall gold grating resonances are broader as in the SiC grating. D: The amplitude of the
gold grating resembles the SiC grating amplitude for d > 0.4 µm. the amplitude decreases
with increasing grating depth, i.e. the coupling efficiency gets smaller.

Reststrahlen band from 865 1/cm to 900 1/cm, a red-shift of the resonance is
clearly observed with increasing grating depths. The effect is very similar
to the SiC grating, however blue-shifted by 5 1/cm. It is clearly visible that
the grating depth plays again an important role in the coupling efficiency.
With increasing grating depth a decrease in resonance amplitude can be
observed. This observation is quantitatively reproduced in fig. 3.7.D. The
curve plotted from gold data (blue) shows a similar trending as the SiC data
(red) after its critical coupling depth of d = 0.3 µm. The simulated data
therefore suggests that critical coupling depth cannot be achieved in the given
gold-grating geometry. The simulated gold systems are thus in a state where
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the SPhPs are always over-coupled due to radiative coupling to the far-field.
Investigating the resonance position for different grating depths yields a shift
to lower wavenumbers with increasing grating depth. This again was also
observed in the SiC grating simulation (see. sec. 3.2.2) and is compared
to the SiC simulation results on fig. 3.7.B. The resonance position of SiC
and gold grating show nearly the same behavior with a fixed blue-shift of
about ∼20-25 1/cm in the gold simulation. This also matches with the shift
observed in fig. 3.6.B for φi = 30◦.

For the spectral width of the SPhP resonance the gold data shows an
approximately linear growth in spectral width with increasing grating depth
somewhat different from the behavior of the SiC grating. Overall, the
resonance dips in the gold grating are broader than the dips observed in the
SiC system.

3.3.3 Linewidth Simulation

The assumption made in sec. 3.3.1 and sec. 3.3.2 regarding the over-coupling
in the gold grating system can now be shown more directly with the simulation
data acquired for varying the linewidth (see fig. 3.8). The overall behavior of
the gold system is quite different here compared to the SiC grating. When
comparing the gold and SiC simulation in terms of resonance position it can
be observed in fig. 3.8.B that with increasing linewidth the resonance shifts to
higher wavenumbers, i.e. higher energies, in the gold system as opposed to the
SiC grating where a change in linewidth had no real impact on the resonance
position. Taking a look now on the spectral widths plotted in fig. 3.8.C one
can see that change in linewidth looks somewhat similar for both system.
Here, the gold grating shows larger spectral widths at larger linewidths and the
overall curve behavior is shifted to higher linewidths. With the introduction
of gold rims the symmetry of the system is broken as compared to the SiC
grating and with increase in linewidth more gold is introduced to the system
breaking the symmetry even more. When lastly looking at the amplitude a
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Figure 3.8: Linewidth to period ratio simulations for the gold grating. The resonance position,
spectral width and amplitude where plotted against the linewidth respectively in fig. 3.6.B,
C, D. A: spectra taken with fixed angle of incidence φi = 30◦ and grating parameters depth
d = 0.3 µm and period p = 7.2 µm. The linewidth was varied from l = 0.72 µm to
l = 7.2 µm, i.e. 10% to 90% of the period length. A: Simulation spectra show a critical
coupling behavior with a maximum coupling efficiency at l = 1.44 µm. B: The resonance
position moves to higher energies with increase in linewidth for the gold grating (blue). The
SiC shows a totally different character where the linewidth has no influence on the resonance
position. C: The gold grating shows broader resonances as compared to the SiC grating. And
the spectral width shows a maximum for l = 5.04 µm. The lifetime of SPhP excited in the
gold grating is overall shorter as in the SiC grating. D: Again SiC grating and gold grating
show very different behavior. The gold grating exhibits a maximum coupling efficiency at
l = 1.44 µm and a minimum coupling efficiency at l = 5.04 µm.

complex behavior for the gold grating can be seen, where the curve shows two
minima (l = 0.72 µm, l = 5.02 µm) and two maxima (l = 1.44 µm, 6.48 µm)
suggesting a different coupling scenario as observed for the SiC grating.

From this simulation it can be concluded that the sample system, with
l = 4.8 µm, measured in this thesis is non-optimal for coupling efficiency
since simulation shows a maximum coupling efficiency for gold grating with a
linewidth of l = 1.44 µm. Very interestingly, the blue shift of the resonances
strongly suggests a hybrid nature of the polariton, that gets increasing gold
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character with increasing gold per period. The increasing gold influence
on the SPhP character shortens the overall lifetime. Applying this picture
on the amplitude data suggests, that critical coupling efficiency is reached
at l = 1.44 µm and further introduction of gold to the system makes the
resonance more lossy and over-couples the SPhP. Finally for very large
linewidths, the grating coupling efficiency is reduced again, leading to ”less
over-coupling” observable as increasing resonance amplitude and decreasing
spectral width.

When looking at the resonance dips for the SPhP excitation it is observable
that a minimum in reflectance is simulated for a linewidth of l = 1.44 µm.
The experiments presented in sec. 4.2.2 however where performed for a
grating with a linewidth of ∼4.75 µm. The coupling efficiency was therefore
not maximized in the experiment and in the other simulations performed in
sec. 3.3. The direct connection between linewidth and coupling efficiency
can be seen from fig. 3.8.D, where the amplitude has its maximum for
l = 1.44 µm. For higher linewidths the dip amplitude gets smaller until
l = 5.04 µm is reached. From there on to l = 6.48 µm the coupling efficiency
starts to rise again. This observation complies to the change of spectral width
as function of linewidth shown in fig. 3.8.C where the spectral width has
its maximum at the same linewidth of l = 5.04 µm where the amplitude
showed its minimum. The broad resonance in a grating with l = 5.04 µm
corresponds to a shorter SPhP lifetime caused by extensive coupling of the
SPhP to the far-field. The excited SPhP are thus lossy. When comparing
the gold simulation to the SiC simulations in fig. 3.8.B, C, D it strikes out
that the gold grating now shows very different behavior as the SiC grating.
Also for the amplitude shown in fig. 3.8.D a very different behavior can be
seen between gold and SiC grating. While the SiC data shows a plateau
from l = 2 µm to l = 5.76 µm with maximum amplitude of ∼1, the gold
data displays a very different curve. For linewidth from l = 0.72 µm to
l = 1.44 µm the amplitude, i.e. coupling efficiency, increases. Then it starts
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3.3 Gold Grating Simulation

to decrease again to a minimum of ∼0.4 at l = 5.04 µm. From there on the
amplitude rises again to l = 6.48 µm. When lastly investigating the spectral
width, simulation data suggest that the influence of linewidth on the spectral
width is much higher in the gold grating system. A linewidth corresponding
to critical coupling can also be observed in SiC data but is more pronounced
in the gold grating system, where the direct comparison is given in fig. 3.8.C.

Overall the gold grating shows a very different behavior as the SiC
grating when it comes to the linewidth to period ratio. Through the introduc-
tion of gold into the system a hybrid SPhP mode is created which sees on one
side of the interface the gold rims and on the other side the SiC crystal. This
hybridized mode shows blue-shifted resonance positions to higher energies
and shows distinct differently behavior when it comes to the linewidth. This
can be seen as a consequence of adding more gold to the system and thus
changing the hybridization of this new SPhP mode.
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4.1 Experimental Setup

This section will elaborate the experimental setup used to perform the mea-
surements presented in this thesis. The FHI-FEL was employed as a MIR light
source for the experiments and technical information about this device will
be shown. Retrospectively the setup for the reflectivity measurements will be
shown and explained.

4.1.1 FHI Free Electron Laser

In 2011 the FHI-FEL was installed on the campus of the Fritz Haber Insti-
tut(FHI) and in 2013 its operation started [40]. A overview over its setup is
shown in fig. 4.2. The electrons used in the FEL are generated in a thermionic
gridded electron gun. Afterwards the electrons pass two linear accelerators
(linacs) which accelerate the electrons to energies between 15 MeV to 50 MeV.
Where the first linac operates at nominal electron energies of 20 MeV. The
second linac then decelerates the electrons or accelerates them further. The
gun works with a repetition rate of 1 GHz and generates electron bunches of
around 200 pC. An illustration of the pulse structure taken from [40] is given
in fig. 4.1.
A 1GHz buncher reduces the micro pulse length to 1 ps to 5 ps before the
electrons enter the first linac. Each bunch can be accelerated in the linacs.
This creates a macro pulse structure with a pulse length of 1 µs to 15 µs with
a repetition rate of 10Hz. After the acceleration, the beam is curved 90◦ curve
by isochronous bends and enters the wedged-pole undulator. The undulator
is build of 50 periods with a period length of λu = 40 mm and has a length
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Figure 4.1: Intensity distribution of the FHI FEL pulse structure. Multiple micro pulses with
durations of 1 ps to 10 ps and separation of 1 ns form a macro pulse. Where the micro pulses
have energies Emicro < µJ and a macro pulse has an energy of Emacro ∼ mJ.

of 2 m. The undulator gap is tunable with a minimum size of 16.5 mm with
allows generation of synchrotron radiation between 3 µm and 50 µm. At the
current state the mid-IR undulator is the only working branch of the FEL. An
additional far-IR branch is planned and shown in fig. 4.2. The laser cavity has
a length of Lcav = 5.4 m and is build out of two concave spherical gold-plated
copper mirrors. The generated pulses leave the cavity through a hole in the
out couple mirror. To be as adaptive as possible for the experiment 5 mirrors
with different hole diameters (0.75 mm, 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm) are
at disposal. To maximize the focus size of the fel beam on the grating sample
without illuminating areas apart from the grating, the 1mm hole was used for
the experiments performed in this thesis. A translation stage is employed to
move the end mirror and change the cavity length for wavelength depended
cavity tuning. The cavity length can thus be adjusted to a total length of
Lcav + δλ, with δλ = qλ being the wavelength synchronized detuning. When
increasing q, the emission bandwidth decreases resulting in an increasing
spectral resolution. The q factor usually is set to 0 < q < 5. With this range,
the possible wavelengths for a specific electron energy are greatly increased.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the FHI FEL. Electrons are generated in the electron gun and get
accelerated in Linac 1 and Linac 2. The resulting electron beam then gets bend into the STI
Optronics mid-IR undulator. The electron path inside the undulator is build as a cavity where
the IR laser pulses are generated.

Table 4.1: FHI FEL specification parameter for the mid-IR spectral region. Data taken
from [40].

Parameter Value
Undulator Period 40 mm
Number of Periods 50
Undulator Length 2 m
Cavity Length 5.4 m
Electron Energy 15 MeV to 50 MeV
Wavelength Range 4 µm to 48 µm
Micropulse Length 1ps to 5ps
Macropulse Length 1 µs to 5 µs
Micropulse Repetition Rate 1 GHz
Macropulse Repetition Rate 5 Hz to 10 Hz

The most important MIR FEL parameter are displayed in table 4.1.
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4.1.2 Reflectivity Measurement Setup

As described in sec. 2.2.2 and 2.3.3, SPhPs can be excited in SiC via a
grating on the surface and reflectivity measurements are suited to observe
the coupling process. The experimental setup used to perform the reflectivity
measurement of this thesis is shown in fig. 4.3. The collimated FEL beam is
partially reflected with a potassium bromide crystal to measure a reference
signal. The beam then gets focused by an off-axis mirror (f = 150 mm) onto
the grating sample. The reflected beam is measured as reflectance data and
the detection of the reflected beam under reflection angle 2 · θ was adjusted
manually for each incidence angle. The signal was measured with a custom
made pyroelectric detector build by the Fritz-Haber ELAB (Elektroniklabor).
The grating sample was mounted on a rotation stage to manipulate the angle
of incidence φi and thus to make angle dependent detection of the reflected.
The sample was mounted on the sample holder using double sided tape and
could easily be changed between the actual measurement. It was therefore
not necessary to change the setup for measuring different gratings. In order to
prevent structural damage on the gold grating cause by the laser pulse energy
of up to 75 mJ the beam was attenuated to 14 dB using filters.

4.1.3 Samples

Based on the simulation results, two types of gratings where made to be
measured as part of this thesis. Both gratings share the same parameters (see
table 4.2), where the SiC grating is solely made out of flat SiC. The second
sample on the other hand has a grating build out of gold rims on top of the
SiC crystal. The SiC grating was produced by Dr. Berger of the ZELMI
(Zentraleinrichtung Elektronenmikroskopie) of the Technische Universität
Berlin using the focused ion beam (FIB). For this, grating grooves where
created through intense bombardment with gallium ions by lateral scanning
of the ion beam along the predefined pattern. During the writing process the
crystal surface was continuously charged due to its and dielectric properties
and the ion beam drifted during the writing of different grating grooves. This
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Reflectivity

 Detection

 Reference

 Detection

Off-Axis Mirror

FEL BEAM

Sample

Rotation Stage

Beam Splitter

Figure 4.3: Sketch of the experimental setup used to measure the reflectivity signal from the
grating sample. The beam is splitted to take a reference signal and focused via the off-axis
mirror onto the grating sample. The sample itself is mounted on a rotation stage to manipulate
the angle of incidence φi.

finally lead to a offset between and inside the different periods and destroyed
the periodicity of the system (see fig. 4.4). The writing process was therefore
adjusted to parallel writing of the grooves. In this mode the periods were
written parallel where the beam equally removed ∼1 nm layers of the material
in each period with each iteration until the full depth was reached, instead of
writing each period on its own. Additionally a carbon film was applied to the
surface to avoid the ion beam drifting. The carbon was removed using plasma
after the writing process was finished.

The second sample is a gold grating which was kindly provided by
Dr. Christian Denker and Jana Kredl from the group of Prof. Dr. Markus
Münzenberg at Universität Greifswald. The gratings were fabricated by
2-Photon-laserlithographie with a Nanoscribe Professional GT(R) and a
positive photoresist (Allresist AR-P 3840) with a thickness of 1.4 µm. To get
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Figure 4.4: Picture of a SiC produced with the focused ion beam of the ZELMI- Institute.
The SiC sample charged during the writing process leading to a drift of the focused ion beam.
Through the drifting involved in the writing process, the grating periodicity is disturbed.
Charging of the crystal surface can partially be prevented with application of a carbon layer
on the crystal surface. Furthermore, parallel writing of the grating periods can be used to
enforce higher periodicity for all periods.

Table 4.2: Sample grating parameters for gold and SiC gratings. Both samples share the same
grating parameters which were chosen based on the simulations performed in chapter.3 The
SiC grating has fewer periods than the gold grating due to software limitations involved in the
writing process.

Parameter Value
Period Length p 7.2 µm
Linewidth l 4.8 µm
Depth d 300 nm
SiC Grating Length ≈ 310 µm
SiC Grating Height ≈ 200 µm
Gold Grating Length ≈ 600 µm
Gold Grating Height ≈ 200 µm

the gold to stick to the SiC crystal a 5 nm Cr layer was deposited with e-beam
evaporation. A standard quartz crystal micro balance (QCM) were used to
monitor the film thickness. The purity of the gold base was 99.99% and the
pressure in the evaporation chamber was less than 3·10−8 mBar. Microscope
pictures taken for the different gratings are shown in fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: SEM and Microscope pictures of the grating samples used in this thesis. Both
gratings share the same grating parameters (shown in table 4.2). A: SEM picture of the SiC
grating taken at ZELMI TU-Berlin. B: Microscope picture of the SiC grating in A. Black
dots may be impurities in the SiC crystal or graphene remains from the writing process. The
grating was produced with a focused ion beam (FIB) at the ZELMI institut at Technische
Universität Berlin. C,D: Pictures of the gold grating taken under the microscope. The grating
was provided by Dr. Denker of the group of Prof. Dr. Münzenberg at Universität Greifswald.

4.2 Experimental Results

This section is dedicated to present the experimental results of the measure-
ments performed on the SiC and gold grating. The gratings have parameters
matching the simulated gratings in sec. 3 with period length p ∼ 7.2 µm,
depth d ∼ 0.3 µm and linewidth l ∼ 4.8 µm. For the experiments shown in
this section, the angle of incidence φi was changed from 15◦ to 45◦ in steps
of 5◦ and spectra were taken from 760 1/cm to 1000 1/cm. The results of the
experiment will be presented alongside the simulated data from chap. 3 and
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Figure 4.6: Experimental results of the SiC grating experiment. A: The experimental re-
flectance spectra of the grating were recorded for different angle of incidence (see legend).
The black spectrum shows the reference measured for φi = 20◦ on the SiC substrate, i.e. next
to the grating. All spectra cover the wavenumber range of the Restrahlenband of SiC. The
grating measurements show dispersive SPhP excitation, related to the n = −1 grating order,
in the Reststrahlen band and the dips shift to lower wavenumbers with increasing φi. The
dips visible at ∼930 1/cm correspond to the n = 1 grating order. B: Reflectance map of the
measured data. The analytical model eq. 2.51(red line) and the simulated data (black circles)
from sec. 3.2.1 were plotted over the map for comparison. Visible are two branches. The
branch at 935 1/cm corresponds to the n = 1 grating order and the branch from 800 1/cm
to 920 1/cm to the n = −1 grating order. Overall the analytical model fits the measured
dispersion for n = −1 very well. Only for angles φi < 20◦ and the higher grating order
the model predicts resonance positions at higher energies as measured in the experiment.
The simulated data fits very well to the measured results. At small angles φi the simulation
represents the measured data better as the analytical model.

the analytical momentum-kick model from sec. 2.3.3. To compare the results
for spectral width (full width half maximum) and amplitude, experimental
data was fitted using a Lorentzian lineshape as done for the simulated spectra
in sec. 3.

4.2.1 SiC Grating Results

The experimental results for the SiC grating are displayed in fig. 4.6.A where
the reflectance is shown with versus wavenumbers. The grating data was
visualized with colored lines and the SiC reference is shown in black. All
spectra were normalized to the left edge of the Reststrahlen band at 800 1/cm.
In the grating spectra dips in the Reststrahlen band are observed which move
to lower wavenumbers with increasing angles. When comparing these dips
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observable from 800 1/cm to 920 1/cm to the simulation results shown in
fig. 3.2, one can identify those features as SPhP excitations by the n = −1

grating order. The dips at visual 935 1/cm can then be attributed to the n = 1

grating order and will not be discussed any further.

For better visual comparison, the experimental data are displayed in a
2D reflectance map in fig. 4.6.B, together with the theoretical SPhP resonance
positions predicted by the analytical model (see eq. 2.51) and the simulation
(sec. 3.2.1). The map shows the wavenumber versus the angle of incidence
φi with the corresponding reflectance intensity. The dispersive branch from
800 1/cm to 910 1/cm corresponds to n = −1 grating order and the branch
seen between 930 1/cm and 945 1/cm corresponds to the n = 1 grating. When
comparing the dip position of simulated data with the map, for the branch
related to the n = −1 grating order, a shift to higher wavenumbers can be
seen in the experiment. The resonance position of the measured resonances is
about 5 1/cm wavenumbers higher than the simulated data. And the analytical
dispersion resembles the measured data better as the simulation. For small
angles φi < 20◦ however, the simulation resembles the measured data better
as the analytical model.

Through comparison with the simulation, it stands out that the reso-
nance dips measured experimentally show lower amplitude as the simulated
resonances. A direct comparison is given in fig. 4.7.B, where the reflectance
dip of simulations (red) and experiment (blue) are shown. This observation
implies that the grating sample has inferior coupling efficiency as compared
to the simulated grating. This reduced coupling efficiency may have multiple
reasons such as impurities in the SiC crystal and inaccuracies in the grating
periodicity induced through the FIB writing process and the smeared angle
of incidence due to the tight focusing in the experiment. The simulation is
performed with a plane wave on an infinite grating, whereas the number
of grating periods is finite in the experiment sample, potentially leading
to reduced coupling efficiency. Additionally in experiment, parts of the
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Gaussian FEL beam profile are not hitting the grating reducing the coupling
efficiency even further. After all, simulation data showed resonances with
a reflectance of nearly 0. From the data presented one can also see a small
decrease in amplitude with increasing angle of incidence for the experimen-
tal data, a behavior which cannot be observed by looking at the simulation data.

The spectral width of the measured and simulated resonances is plot-
ted in fig. 4.7.A. Notably, the measured data shows significantly broader
resonances as the simulation. Where the simulated dips show spectral widths
between∼2 1/cm to∼5.5 1/cm, the spectral width of the measured resonances
is between ∼14 1/cm to ∼29 1/cm. Both, simulation and experiment however
show a decrease in spectral with with an increase of φi. Although the decrease
in the simulation is just about ∼4 1/cm, in measurement decrease in spectral
width is more clearly visible with a difference of ∼15 1/cm between φi = 15◦

and φi = 45◦. In the simulated data the spectral width reduces to 2 1/cm
corresponding to the phonon lifetime which is obviously not reached in
the experiment. This again could be a consequence of the introduction of
impurities into the crystal due to FIB. The ion beam can introduce gallium
ions into the crystal surface which would result in a SPhP damping and
therefore shorter lifetimes. When considering the actual layer width however
the beam is removing with each iteration, it seems unlikely that the gallium
impurities reach deep into the crystal and thus have great impact in SPhP
damping. Additionally the FEL beam has a spectral width and the angle of
incidence shows a small divergence on the grating due to the tight focusing of
the beam which broadens the SPhP resonance. Another plausible reason for
the broadening of spectral width could be the finite period number of the real
grating sample. Only a limit number of grating periods (∼30) is illuminated.
Analogous to the optical slit experiment, where the intensity peak of the
maxima sharpens with slit number, the resonances sharpens with illuminated
grating periods. The impact of tight focusing and limited number of grating
periods is difficult to separate since both result in a momentum uncertainty
and therefore a shifting of resonance position of the SPhP excitation on its
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Figure 4.7: Experimental (blue) results for the spectral width and the resonance amplitude
compared to the simulation (red) as function of angle of incidence φi. A: Spectral width
plotted as function of φi. The measured resonance dips are much broader than the simulated
resonance dips and show a decrease of up to 15 1/cm with increasing φi. This trend can also
be observed in the simulated data with much smaller changes in wavenumbers. The broader
resonance dips in the experimental data imply shorter SPhP lifetimes caused through radiative
coupling to the far-field. B: The resonance amplitude for the experiment is much smaller as
the simulated ones. The simulation data showed nearly a critical coupling with a reflectance
of ∼1. The experimental data however has smaller resonance dips with a maximum dip
amplitude of 0.25. The smaller dip amplitude implies inferior coupling efficiency as predicted
by the simulations done in sec. 3.2.1.

dispersion curve.

When lastly taking a look at the Wood’s anomaly, which showed very
distinct in the simulation, no corresponding features are visible in the
measured data. The missing of those features can most likely be explained by
surface roughness of the sample and the influences mentioned above. The
right and left edge of the Reststrahlen band show the same behavior in terms
of energy shifting as found for the simulated spectra of sec. 3.2.1. The small
feature visible at the right edge of the Reststrahlen band at 970 1/cm can be
identified as the feature at 965 1/cm in fig. 3.2. and is most likely a resonance
of a higher grating order.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental results of the gold grating experiment. A: The experimental re-
flectance spectra of the grating were recorded for different angle of incidence (see legend).
The black spectrum shows the reference measured for φi = 20◦ on the SiC substrate, i.e.
next to the grating. All spectra cover the wavenumber range of the Restrahlenband of SiC.
The grating measurements show dispersive SPhP excitation, related to the n = −1 grating
order, in the Reststrahlen band and the dips shift to lower wavenumbers with increasing φi.
The dips from 800 1/cm to 935 1/cm correspond to the n = −1 grating order. The small
feature at 935 1/cm for the angles φi = 45◦, 40◦, 35◦, 30◦ cannot be contributed to the SPhP
resonance of n = −1. The dips at 950 1/cm corresponds to the n = 1 grating order. B:
2D reflectance map of the measured data. The analytical model from eq. 2.51 (red line)
and the simulated data (black circles) from sec. 3.3.1 were plotted over the the map for
comparison. Two branches are visible corresponding to n = −1 (800 1/cm-930 1/cm) and
n = 1 (930 1/cm-960 1/cm) grating order. The analytical model agrees with the measured
data for φi > 40◦ in the n = −1 branch but predicts lower wavenumbers for smaller angles
and the n = 1 branch. The simulated data resembles the measured data very well and is in
much better agreement as the analytical curve.

4.2.2 Gold Grating Results

The experimental data for the gold grating is shown in fig. 4.6.A. The
reference signal was measured next to the grating for φi = 20◦ and is plotted
as black line. The spectra for different angle of incidence φi were plotted as
colored lines. Again all spectra were normalized at 800 1/cm. The resonance
clearly visible in the Reststrahlen band from 800 1/cm to 935 1/cm shifts
to lower wavenumbers for increasing angle φi and thus follows the angular
SPhP dispersion of the n = −1 grating order. We are therefore linking
those resonances to SPhP excitation and could demonstrate SPhP excitation
experimentally with the gold grating sample. It shall be noted that the small
features visible at 935 1/cm for the angles φi = 45◦, 40◦, 35◦, 30◦ do not
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correspond to the n = −1 grating order excitation.

For better visual comparison of analytical model (eq. 2.51), simulated
data and experimental results the measurement data was plotted as a 2D
reflectivity map as in sec. 4.2.1. Again two branches are visible in the
experimental reflectance data where the dispersive branch reaching from
800 1/cm to 930 1/cm corresponds to the n = −1 grating order and the
branch from 930 1/cm to 960 1/cm to the n = 1 grating order. Comparison
of simulated data and experimental results shows very good agreement for
all measured angles and both grating orders. When comparing the analytical
model to the measured data it strikes out that only at angles φi = 40◦, 45◦

for the n = −1 branch it predicts the resonance position well. The simple
analytical model is not able to predict the resonance position for smaller
angles or the n = 1 grating order correctly. Since there is no consideration of
the new material in the analytical model it is thus unsurprisingly that it fails
to predict the right resonance positions. The simulation therefore is more
suited to investigate the behavior of gold gratings when it comes to resonance
position.

To compare the spectral width and amplitude of experimental data
and simulation data both are plotted in fig. 4.9.A and B respectively. When
looking at the change in spectral width for experiment (blue) and simulation
(red) in fig. 4.9.A one can see that they show very different behavior. Where
the simulated model predicts a maximum spectral width for φi = 25◦, 30◦

with ∼14 1/cm, the experimental data shows no such behavior. The spectral
width of the measured resonances broadens with increasing angle φi, where
the resonance has a width of ∼12 1/cm at φi = 15◦ and increases to ∼44 1/cm
at φi = 40◦. The measured data shows higher spectral width for all angles as
compared to the simulated data. The data point at φ = 45◦ could not be plotted
due to failing of the fitting algorithm caused by the unknown background of
the reflectivity spectrum. Plausible reasons for such a resonance broadening
were already given and discussed in sec. 4.2.1. A decrease in spectral width
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for angles φi > 30◦ as seen in the simulation data cannot be observed in the
experiment. The disagreement between simulation and experiment can also
be observed from the amplitude of the resonances. In fig. 4.9.B the fitted
amplitude of simulation and experiment is plotted versus φi. Where the
simulation suggest a angle of incidence dependent critical coupling behavior
with increasing coupling efficiency with increasing angle, experimental data
show a decreasing coupling efficiency for increasing angle of incidence.

Overall the simulation predicts not only the correct resonance posi-
tions for the gold grating system but also reproduce features of different
nature. This can for example be observed for the Reflectance of different φi
spectra at the boundaries of the Reststrahlen band. Another example would
be the feature at 955 1/cm. In fig. 4.8 a flipping in reflectance of the feature
is visible for angles φi < 30◦. This flipping process is reproduced by the
simulation. Another distinct feature to visualize the agreement of simulation
to experiment can be observed from 980 1/cm to 1000 1/cm where a small
peak is shifting to lower wavenumbers with increasing φi. In simulation data
the overall feature is shifted to higher wavenumbers but still shows the same
trend. Especially good visible in fig. 3.6.A at 990 1/cm to 1000 1/cm. Through
the good agreement of simulation and experiment it can be concluded that the
with the simulation a powerful tool is provided to predict and investigate the
physics involved.

4.2.3 Grating Edges

In the last section of this chapter, experimental data taken at the grating
edges is presented. For this experiment the both edges of the grating were
illuminated by the FEL beam to excite SPhPs of the n = −1 grating order
that then propagated from the edge either into the grating or into the flat
surface. A more detailed illustration of this process is given in fig. 4.11.
For this experiment both edges of the grating as well as the center were
illuminated separately and spectra where taken over the Reststrahlen region.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental (blue) results for the spectral width and the resonance amplitude
compared to the simulation (red) as function of angle of incidence φi of the gold grating
plotted in A and B respectively. A: The measured resonances are broader as the simulated
resonances. The measured data shows a broadening in spectral width with increasing φi from.
The point for φ0 = 45◦ was not fitted properly with the fitting algorithm and thus dropped
for this plot. A maximum in spectral width for φi = 25◦, 30◦ suggested by the simulated
data cannot be observed in the experiment. B: The resonance amplitude for experiment
and simulation again shows different trends. With increasing φi the resonance amplitude
decreases in experimental data as opposed to the simulation data where a increase in resonance
amplitude can be seen for increasing φi.

The measured data was then normalized to the reflectivity at 800 1/cm and
the results for both, SiC and gold gratings, are presented together with a bare
substrate reference that was taken in proximity of the grating in fig. 4.10.A
and B, respectively.

Examining the measurements done on the SiC grating reveals that the
resonance excited at the right edge of the grating shows a red-shift of about
10 1/cm with respect to the resonance excited in the middle of the grating.
The opposite behavior can be observed for the SPhPs propagating out of the
grating when exciting at the left edge where the resonance shows a blue-shift
of 5 1/cm. The same shifting behavior can also be observed in the gold grating
measurement shown in fig. 4.10.B. Here, the SPhP propagating from the
right edge into the grating again shows a red-shift of ∼10 1/cm and the SPhP
propagating from the left edge out of the grating shows a blue-shift of∼4 1/cm.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental results for the edge measurements performed for both grating
edges on the SiC (A) and gold (B) grating. The measurement of the left edge (orange), left
edge (red), middle of the grating (green) and the reference (black) are shown in both figures.
The resonances for SPhPs of the n = −1 grating order show resonance shifts depending on
propagation direction. Resonances of SPhPs propagating from the right edge into the grating
are red-shifted whereas resonances from SPhPs propagating out of the grating from the left
edge are blue-shifted.

The shifting of the resonance position can be explained considering
the coupling efficiency. SPhPs propagating into the grating have a higher
coupling efficiency and show more radiative losses as SPhPs propagating
out of the surface. The impact of coupling efficiency to resonance position
was already demonstrated in fig. 3.3, where an increase in coupling strength
correlates with a red-shift of the resonance position. A decrease in coupling
efficiency on the other hand red-shifts the resonance. Similar to the grating
depth simulation the blue-shift in resonance position is smaller as the red-shift.
The fact that there is no shifting of the n = 1 grating order resonances
observable in the measurement agrees with the simulations, as there is nearly
no influence of the coupling efficiency on the resonance position for the n = 1

grating order in fig. 3.3.
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FEL Beam

SPhP Propagation

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the experiment performed on the grating edges shown for the right
grating edge. The FEL beam (red arrow) illuminates part grating part flat SiC surface at the
right grating edge. SPhPs for the n = −1 grating order are excited in the illuminated area and
propagate towards and into the grating (green arrows). Depending on the illuminated edge
(left or right) the SPhPs of n = −1 grating order propagate into (right edge illumination) or
out (left edge illumination) of the grating. SPhPs are excited over the hole illuminated area.
The picture of the grating was taken with the ZELMI SEM at TU-Berlin.
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5 Conclusion

In this master thesis a theoretical model and simulations were presented to
investigate and understand grating coupling to SPhPs. The simulations were
performed to investigate the dependence of different geometrical parameters
such as angle of incidence, grating depth, grating period and linewidth to
period ratio for two different grating systems (gold rims on flat SiC and SiC
grating) using the RF-module of Comsol Multiphysics 5.3a [38]. We were
able to demonstrate simulated SPhP excitation for both systems. Based on
the gained knowledge about the impact of the different grating parameters,
two different sample systems where manufactured in collaboration with
the ZELMI Institute of the Technische Universität Berlin (SiC grating) and
the group of Prof. Dr. Markus Münzenberg (gold grating) at Universität
Greifswald.

These samples were experimentally studied using the IR FEL at the
Fritz Haber Institute for different angles of incidence employing reflectivity
measurement techniques. It was possible to demonstrate the SPhP dispersion
by varying the angle of incidence in both sample systems. Comparing the
experimental results for the different grating rim materials, i.e. SiC and gold,
it can be concluded that the rim material plays no dominant role in grating
coupled SPhP excitation. The applied analytical model generally follows the
measured SPhP dispersion. Comparison between simulation and experimental
data revealed that the simulations predict the SPhP resonances and their
corresponding resonance position with high accuracy. In case of the gold
grating system the simulation data predicted the resonance positions even
better than the analytical model and suggested that a hybridized SPhP mode is
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excited where the degree of hybridization can be manipulated through the
amount of gold in the system. The simulations however failed to predict
accurate amplitudes (coupling efficiency) and spectral widths (SPhP lifetimes)
for the measured SPhP resonances. This is probably owed to the uncertainty in
angle of incidence, originated in the tight focusing of the FEL beam, and the
fact that only a finite number of grating periods can be illuminated as opposed
to the simulation. To reduce the error caused by these experimental limitations
it is suggested to go to larger grating samples for further experiments. With
larger grating samples the beam does not need to be focused so tightly in
order to hit the grating and more grating periods are illuminated at the same
time leading to an improved coupling efficiency.

To summarize, this thesis provided detailed theoretical insights into
the grating coupling to SPhPs. Simulation data was presented for two
systems and different grating parameters. SPhP excitation was successfully
demonstrated in simulations and measurements for two different grating
systems where the gold sample showed a new hybridized SPhP resonance.
The results shown in this thesis provide a better understanding for the impact
of different grating parameters on the coupling efficiency and can be used to
develop novel approaches for SPhP excitation in terms of grating coupling.
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